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EXPERIENCE THE ULTIMATE WELLBEING ESCAPE
ONBOARD LUXURY YACHT AXIOMA
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Charter guests looking for the ultimate wellbeing retreat can now experience a
new standard of luxury with the exclusive new partnership between AXIOMA and
The Organic Pharmacy. AXIOMA’s world-class yacht spa is now only using products
manufactured by this premier beauty brand in all guest treatments. This is first yachting
partnership ever launched by The Organic Pharmacy, offering the opportunity to enjoy
a unique experience not available on any other superyacht. Treatments are administered
by AXIOMA’s highly professional onboard team of trained specialists.
Margo Marrone, co-founder of The Organic Pharmacy, said: «We’re excited to join the
prestigious AXIOMA superyacht team with our exclusive treatments and products available
onboard. I’ve always enjoyed the tranquillity and inner peace that yachting offers, so to partner
our luxurious treatments and powerful skincare range with this elegant superyacht just seemed
so…organic!»

About AXIOMA
72-metre AXIOMA is one of the most exciting yachts on the water. The yacht features
stunning beach house-style interior by the legendary late designer Alberto Pinto that
contrasts natural woods and luxurious flourishes.
On the main deck, the infinity swimming pool is an outstanding exterior feature, while
the open mezzanine in the main saloon creates a real ‘wow effect’ with its double-height
and space. A large round table on the Owner’s aft deck offers an amazing alfresco dining.
The bridge aft deck features a large Jacuzzi with a swim-up bar, which is surrounded
by large sun pads. Further on the bridge deck you will find a fully equipped gym,
massage room and steam room.The sundeck features lounging and intimate seating and
sunbathing areas with a shower and day head and a BBQ for perfect summer
parties. The yacht also boasts a 3D cinema for 8 persons situated on the lower deck.
AXIOMA accommodates 12 guests in a master suite, VIP suite and four guest double
cabins, two of which are convertible into twins.

			LOA: 72m (236ft)
			BUILDER: Dunya Yachts
SPECIFICATIONS
			YEAR BUILT: 2013
			ACCOMODATION: 12 guests, 20 crew
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About THE ORGANIC PHARMACY
The Organic Pharmacy uses all-organic ingredients to create beautiful products made
with love in London. Products are made in the company’s private factory and only produced
in small batches, ensuring perfect results every time. In addition to organic ingredients,
special extracts including over 250 organic medicinal herbs are used to enhance
all-round wellbeing. The Organic Pharmacy takes a holistic approach, putting herbal
medicine and nutrients at the heart of everything they do.
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